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Crafters of all ages and skill levels are given information on how to enjoy the inexpensive and

simple technique of making twined rugs. The book introduces numerous pattern and equipment

options with step-by-step diagrams and photographs for nine samplers and ten full-sized rugs.
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Rug twining is an ingeniously simple craft, very humble but potentially dazzling. Bobbie Irwin

explains all the techniques in an easy and direct manner. She gives instructions for the various

primitive looms you can use. I built the Salish style loom one weekend and it's just superb for

twining. Materials used for the rugs range from clothesline cord to cast-off blue jeans to wool,

velour, and beyond. Any fabric can be used. The end result is a very sturdy rug that lasts and

lasts--and that housecats adore.

I recently bought this book because as a sewer, I have so many scraps. I use a lot of them for quilts,

but still have many not useable for that craft. I also have old clothes that aren't fit for charity. Not

wanting to add more to the landfill I decided to try my hand at rug making. This book is very easy to

understand and follow. My first rug was a great success and was quick and easy to make. The

hardest part was relaying what I wanted for a loom to my husband! I would highly recommend this

book to any one.



I learned how to twine somewhere else, but I heard that this book had examples of how to make

adjustable looms-that is the main reason why I bought the book. In the book it tells the basic way to

twine and then some variations. It also tells about looms that can be made at home. It tells a little

about what materials would be best to use for your rags. It has beautiful photographs of rugs twined

by rag rug twiners in the USA. I did not learn the basics of twining from this book so I am not sure

how helpful it would be for a beginner trying to learn strictly from the book. I would reccomend

reading the whole book to get all the important hints before you start your rug.

Several years ago I was visiting my sister in Alaska. Aside from spending time with her and seeing

all the beautiful sights a real highlight of my visits is to go garage saling! They have great garage

sales up there. At one of our last stops during this particular visit, we both spotted what appeared to

be a small frame loom (2'x4'), and I being faster and more youthful :) got to it first. It had some

weaving on it, and it was like nothing we'd ever seen before. The woman selling it said it had been

her grandmother's and she knew nothing about it. I paid my three dollars and the two of us raced

home to figure this thing out. It was so SIMPLE! Both the loom and the actual weaving. We were

immediately hooked on making rugs. My sister bought some fabric and lumber and we quickly built

her one, and we haven't stopped using them since! I've shown the loom and technique to a half

dozen people and they've all gotten hooked as well. We never knew what this particular

weaving/braiding was called and we both always felt there were lots of other things we could work

into our designs.THEN I came across this book. We now had a name for what we were doing.

TWINING. We were all very excited to finally have some different loom plans and options for design

alterations. The book offers clear, concise instructions and diagrams with patterns and samples to

work out ahead of time. It discusses fabric weights and options. Truly a valuable book if you want to

get indepth direction on Twining techniqueOther than that, it is fun, relaxing, easy, challenging, and

very satisfying - the rugs you make using this simple tecnique should last for years and years.I

made a rug of multicolored corduroy strips. When my father-in-law saw me working on it, he said

"And FINALLY you're making one for me!" It now sits in his lakehome, and I have another one in

progress on the frame - I'm hoping I'll get to keep this one.

This book is so excellent that I felt it was worthy of my time to review it. I am a beginning twiner. I'm

so new to the craft in fact, that I didn't even know "twining" could refer to rug-making. Even so, the

author lays out information on twining so effectively that it was very easy for me to pick up the

craft.The book includes detailed information in the form of text, photographs and clear illustrations.



Topics include materials needed, how to create looms (from inexpensive and easy-to-find materials,

stories of inspirational twiners, and instructions on about 10 samplers that will teach you different

methods and about 10 more designs of full-sized rugs, using the methods that you learned earlier in

the book.

Im new to twining and searched for books that would help me learn to twine. I checked this book out

at the library and realized I needed to order it because it was a book I would reference often....It

covers several ways to twine for different effects and types of materials to use , how to warp your

loom and a lot more!!!

I think this is a nice book if you are looking to get a bit of history on the twined rug or other types of

similar woven rugs. For someone like myself who was starting from scratch, I needed simple but

detailed, pictured directions, on how to start and finish the rug. I also needed detailed instructions on

how to build the frame and this book does not give you that. I found the book called "RUGS FROM

RAGS by Country Threads" was by far the best at both detailed, pictured instructions for the

weaving AND on how to build your frame.

A great book for the history and instructional aspect of twining. Author covers all aspects of the art

and the images are well presented.
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